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The user interaction with the current web contents is a major concern when defining web workloads in order to precisely estimate system performance. However, the intrinsic difficulty to represent this dynamic behavior with a workload model has caused that many research studies are still using non representative workloads of the current web navigations. In contrast, in previous works we demonstrated that the use of an accurate workload model which considers user’s dynamism when navigating the web clearly affects system performance metrics.

In this paper we analyze, for the first time, the effect of considering the User-Browser Interaction as a part of user’s dynamic behavior on web workload characterization in performance studies. To this end, we evaluate a typical e-commerce scenario and compare the obtained results for different behaviors that take the user interaction into account, such as the use of the back button and parallel browsing originated by using browser tabs or opening new windows when surfing a website.

Experimental results show that these interaction patterns allow users to achieve their navigation objectives sooner, so increasing their productivity up to 200% when surfing the Web. In addition, results prove that when this type of navigations is taken into account, performance indexes can widely differ and relax the stress borderline of the server. For instance, the server utilization drops as much as 45% due to parallel browsing behavior.
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1 Introduction
Web applications and services have been introduced as a part of our daily life, evolving users from passive consumers to active contributors to the available dynamic content [1]. Furthermore, this trend is rising in the current Web where desktop web interfaces are making way to mobile devices like smart phones or tablets, which increase users’ contributions [2].

New interaction methods have influenced user’s habits, such as tabbed browsing, mouse gestures or screen interaction. Consequently, web user’s navigations are different than they were a few years ago [3]. Moreover, the most important behavioral changes concerning user’s dynamism are still expected to come in the incoming Web.

Nevertheless, this kind of user’s behavior is not properly modeled in performance evalua-
tion studies, because typical workload models do not consider the implicit dynamism of users when characterizing their navigations. However, these studies are necessary to provide sound proposals when designing new web-related systems [4], such as web services, web servers, proxies or content distribution policies. Consequently, the lack of accurate and representative workload models can negatively affect the validity of the obtained results.

To deal with this shortcoming, we focused on modeling user’s dynamism in a previous work [5]. The resulting model and web workload generator are able to consider user’s dynamic behavior when characterizing and reproducing dynamic web workloads. By using them, we proved [6] that the dynamic behavior of web users is a crucial point that must be addressed in web performance studies in order to accurately estimate system performance. Otherwise, performance studies can lead to results quite distant from the obtained with real systems.

This paper analyzes and measures the effect of considering the User-Browser Interaction (UBI) when modeling user’s behavior on dynamic web workload characterization. To the best of our knowledge, this behavior has not been taken into account to generate workloads in existing web performance studies yet.

Results show that parallel browsing behavior, which is originated by using browser tabs or opening new windows when surfing the Web, permits users to increase the productivity of their navigations. That is, they achieve their objectives sooner than when browsing in a sequential way. This behavior also affects the usage and throughput of the main resources of the system. Moreover, the stress borderline of the server is relaxed permitting the system either to devote more resources to other applications or to serve more users.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses relevant state-of-the-art work. Section 3 briefly describes the experimental testbed devised to carry out fair comparison studies. In Section 4 we present workloads considering UBI when modeling user’s behavior. Section 5 shows the effect of the proposed workloads on the web system performance. Finally, we draw some concluding remarks and future work in Section 6.

2 Motivation and Related work

We are not aware of any previous work dealing with modeling UBI on dynamic web workload characterization. The closest pieces of related work are some previous attempts at modeling user’s behavior on workload characterization.

There are three main points that must be addressed when modeling the user’s behavior on realistic dynamic workloads. First, the user’s dynamic behavior must be modeled [4]. Then, the different user’s roles in the Web must also be characterized [3]. Finally, continuous changes in these roles must be represented and considered [7]. Nevertheless, the real challenge is to consider them all together in a general web scenario.

In contrast, the most relevant works in the open literature that model user’s behavior to obtain more representative dynamic workloads have been proposed for specific web applications. For instance, the Customer Behavior Model Graph [8] describes patterns of user’s behavior in the workloads of e-commerce sites. This model was applied for workload definition of blogspace [9], and extended to capture an application inter-request and data dependencies [10]. The Clickstream Model was introduced by [11] to characterize user’s behavior in online social networks. However, as mentioned above, the main drawback of these approaches is not only that they focus on specific paradigms and applications, but also they do not propose a
user’s model for a general context that can represent the dynamic behavior in an appropriate and accurate way (first challenge), and consider the different user’s dynamic roles (second and third challenges).

These shortcomings led us to propose the Dynamic WEB workload model (DWEB) and the Universal Generator of Dynamic Workload under WWW Platforms (GUERNICA) [5]. DWEB permits us to model dynamic web workload for general contexts, taking into account the mentioned challenges by introducing user’s dynamic behavior in the workload characterization. GUERNICA was also developed in order to exploit DWEB on generating dynamic workload by mimicking the behavior of the real web users community.

On the other hand, there is an evidence for an important change of user interaction with the Web. For instance, a recent study showed that 57.4% of web sessions involve parallel browsing behavior [12]. This behavior was originally found in the experienced web users, who surf the Web by using multiple browsers tabs or windows to support backtracking or multitasking with the aim of enhancing their navigation productivity [13, 14]. Moreover, the history-back button, included in any current web browser, is still one of the most heavily used user interface components in the web context, and accounts for up to 31% of all revisits [15].

This important change has been considered in several studies and tools to improve the website usability [16], to test web applications [17] or learning user preferences [18]. However, to the best of our knowledge, UBI has not been taken into account when modeling user’s dynamism on workload characterization in web performance studies yet.

3 Performance evaluation

The testbed used in this work [19, 20] results from the integration between GUERNICA and a commonly used benchmark for e-commerce. It was developed with the aim of providing support to evaluate the system performance considering dynamic workloads generated with the DWEB model.

This testbed models an on-line bookstore environment, which is a representative e-commerce system. Figure 1 depicts a simplified website map for the on-line bookstore, where pages with similar functionality belong to the same group: ordering, shopping, browsing, admin and search. Navigation hyperlinks among them are also indicated.

A book searcher is provided by the search group, which embraces the Search and the Search Results pages to request the query and to show the list of results, respectively. The bookstore catalog is arranged according to the sales and the publication date by the pages of the browsing group (Best-sellers page and New Products page). The shopping group provides a sale functionality by managing the shopping cart (ShoppingCart page) and a buying process (Buy Request page and Buy Confirm page) that finishes with a payment through a secure navigation (Customer Register page). The ordering group (Order Inquiry page and Order Display page) offers the required functionality for checking the order status. The admin group manages the catalog of books. Finally, Home and Product Detail pages are also included since they are the most referenced ones.

Next, the main features of both the experimental setup and the performance metrics are summarized.
3.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup used in this study is a typical two-tier configuration consisting of an Ubuntu Linux Server back-end tier and an Ubuntu Linux client front-end tier. The back-end runs the on-line bookstore, whose core is a Java web application (web app) deployed on the Tomcat web application server. Requests to static content of this web application, such as images, are served by the Apache web server, which redirects requests for dynamic content to Tomcat. The web application generates the dynamic content by using synchronous calls which fetch data from the MySQL database. On the other hand, the front-end tier is able to generate the workload using the DWEB model. Both web applications and workload generators are run on the SUN Java Runtime Environment 5.0 (JRE 5.0). Figure 2 illustrates the hardware/software platform of the experimental setup used in this work.

Given the multi-tier configuration of this environment, system parameters (both in the server and in the workload generators) have been properly tuned to avoid that middleware and infrastructure bottlenecks interfere the results. The on-line bookstore has been configured with 300 users and a large number of items (100,000 books) that forced us to balance accesses in the database (e.g. the pool connection size), static content service by Apache (e.g. the number of processes to attend HTTP requests), or dynamic content service by Tomcat (e.g.
the number of threads providing dynamic contents). Each experiment was 35-minute length, consisting of a 15-minute warm-up period followed by a 20-minute collecting-data phase where measurements were performed. During an experiment we simulated a group of users surfing the bookstore according to different behaviors modeled with DWEB. All the experiments were done repeating 50 runs to obtain a margin of error with 99% confidence level.

3.2 Performance metrics

The experimental setup provides more than one hundred metrics, which can be classified in two main groups according to the side they are collected: metrics from the client side and metrics from the server side.

The response time and the total number of requests per page are the main metrics used in performance studies on the client side, but we also considered other metrics related to the user’s navigation sessions, such as the number of finished sessions, the session length or the number of visited pages during a session.

On the server side, we used a middleware named collectd[21] that gathers system performance statistics periodically. This middleware collects the required server performance statistics that can be classified into two main groups according to the kind of resource they evaluate: metrics related to the usage of main hardware resources (CPU and memory utilization, system I/O activity and network statistics), and performance statistics for the software components of the back-end (web server statistics, web application server activity and database I/O metrics).

4 Workload design

This work uses DWEB to introduce different levels of user’s dynamism on workload characterization, specifically dynamism related to the interaction with the web browser. Section 4.1 focuses on user’s goals when surfing a website and defines user’s navigations according to this end. After that, a more realistic dynamic workload is defined considering rapid return to recently visited pages by using the history-back button on web browsers. Section 4.2 introduces
parallel tab browsing behavior on workload characterization.

4.1 The back button: rapid return to recently visited pages

An important factor of the back button success is the chance of rapid return to recently visited pages [22], which can avoid new HTTP requests and consequently changes the causes of the stressing conditions of a given website. However, only certain visited pages can be cached by a web browser with the aim of going back using the back button. That is, some web contents such as audio or video streaming, dynamic contents or web forms are not cached according to their HTTP headers. For these types of contents the back button does not have effect because pages are completely reloaded.

In a first step, a dynamic workload (LOY) conducted by user’s goals is defined. For this purpose, we assume a common scenario of an e-commerce website that pursues to avoid the defection of customers as objective. A large percentage (more than 60% in some sectors) of new customers defect before their third anniversary with an e-commerce website [23]. Consequently, these websites care deeply about customer retention and consider loyalty of huge importance to the success of their on-line operations.

The scenario consists of an on-line bookstore that defines a loyalty promotion considering a general discount only for those customers who buy at least once a month. The promotion introduces a new user behavior with five cases of dynamism as summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>If customers do not remember their last order status, they will check them by navigating into the ordering group of pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Because the customer has an obligation of buying at least once a month to keep the discount, a buying session must finish with a payment when he has not bought anything during that month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>An experienced customer only buys a book when its cost is 25% cheaper than in other markets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The higher the number of provided search results, the longer the time that a user takes to read and think about them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A customer leaves the website when the buying session finishes because his/her goals have been satisfied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A customer can return to recently visited listings of books (browsing listings or search results) without repeating a request to the web server by using the back button.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Secondly, a new DWEB workload (LOYB) is defined by extending the LOY workload with an extra case of dynamism that characterizes the use of the back button on web browser (see
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the workloads generated using DWEB for the loyalty promotion behavior conducted by goals (LOY) and its extended version (LOYB) considering the back button, respectively.

Table 1)

Fig. 3. LOY workload: loyalty promotion behaviors conducted by goals
Fig. 4. LOYB workload: LOY workload considering the back button
For the less dynamic pages in the website (e.g. the Home page or the Product Detail page), both workloads assume a \textit{think time} ($TT$) as defined in [24], that is, $TT = T_2 - T_1$, where $T_1$ is the time measured at the browser when the last byte of the last web interaction is received from the server, and $T_2$ is the time measured when the first byte of the first HTTP request of the next web interaction is sent from the browser to the server. This definition considers that each think time must be taken independently from a negative exponential distribution, with the restriction that the average value must be greater than 7 seconds and lower than 8 seconds as shown in equation (1). An important drawback of this approach is that it does not consider the results of the current search (web contents) on the actual user think time as occurs in real navigations.

\[ TT = -\ln(r) \ast p \textit{, where } (0 < r < 1) \land (7 \leq p \leq 8) \]  

(1)

In contrast, DWEB allows us to define a \textit{dynamic think time} ($TT_{\text{dynamic}}$) according to the number of items returned by the search as shown in equation 2, which is closer to real web activities like the one defined in the case 4 listed in Table 1. Both workloads use $TT_{\text{dynamic}}$ in the Search Result page.

\[ TT_{\text{dynamic}} = -\ln(r) \ast p \textit{, where } (0 < r < 1) \land \\
(p = 7 + \frac{\text{Number of Search Results}}{\text{Max. Search Results}}) \]  

(2)

The remaining cases of dynamism have been characterized using conditional transitions with DWEB. The transition from the Buy Request page to the Buy Confirm page depends on the last customer’s purchase. If the customer does not buy any book during a given month, he has to commit the buying process, which means the end of the navigation session (case 5). Otherwise, he may finish the purchase or navigate to the Home page according to estimated probabilities of arcs as defined in case 2 and shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Notice that when a customer does not remember the date of his last purchase, he must visit the \textit{ordering} group in order to find out it, as defined in case 1. Case 3 has been implemented with a conditional transition between the Product Detail and the Shopping Cart pages. This transition represents users adding a book to the shopping cart because its cost is 25% cheaper than in other markets. Finally, the back button has been characterized in LOYB workload as a cache that only stores the immediately previous listing page (case 6) as shown in Figure 4.

4.2 Optimizing user productivity: the parallel tab browsing behavior

Parallel browsing describes a behavior where users visit web pages in multiple concurrent threads by using web browsers tabs or windows. To help the understanding of how parallel browsing works, Figure 5 illustrates a parallel tab browsing session applied to the on-line bookstore. It shows how a web user uses parallel browsing based on three web browser tabs to improve his navigation time avoiding searches of books. The user begins a navigation session in a window with the aim of buying a book that fulfills several requirements as soon as possible. After he visits some pages, a search result is provided. At this point of time, he starts a parallel tab browsing behavior by opening three new tabs with the detail of three different books selected from the results. After that, he takes some time to evaluate the content of each tab until he finds a book satisfying his requirements, such as \textit{Think Time 4}
or Think Time 5 (see Figure 5) that are calculated according to equation (1). When a book does not fulfill the requirements, the user closes its associated tab and switches to the next one. Otherwise he discards the rest of tabs and adds the book to the shopping cart, finishing the parallel browsing session. Notice that the user does not take any think time on a book detail page when he discards its tab.

In the third scenario, we define a new DWEB workload (LOYT) that reproduces parallel tab browsing behavior in the loyalty promotion. With this aim, we extended the loyalty promotion behavior presented above by characterizing the navigation on web browser tabs as
summarized in Table 2.

Figure 6 depicts the LOYT workload. This characterization defines the same behavior than LOY workload (Figure 3) except the navigations related to parallel tab browsing (cases 6 and 7). Case 6 has been implemented with a pool of three parallel navigation threads, one for each tab. A navigation thread is killed when its book does not fulfill the user’s requirements, or when the user finds the required book in other thread, as defined in case 7. The navigation becomes sequential again when only a thread is kept alive. Notice that even though LOYT workload does not consider the possibility of opening new tabs from another existing tab in this study, DWEB and GUERNICA provide mechanisms to model and execute multi-level in tab branching, respectively, if required.

Table 2. Extra cases of dynamism in the loyalty promotion behavior to represent parallel tab browsing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>When a user has to review a listing of books, such as the result of a search or a browsing request, he begins a parallel tab browsing session with three tabs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A user closes a tab when its book does not fulfill his buying requirements or when he has found the the wished book in other tab.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Impact of UBI on web performance

Experimental tests have been carried out to compare the performance achieved with the loyalty promotion workload (LOY) against those of the extended versions (LOYB and LOYT) which consider UBI when modeling the user’s behavior. With the aim of finding out the stress borderline of the server for each workload, we varied the number of users ranging from 50 to 250 in 50-user steps.

Additional metrics measured at the client side have been defined in order to quantify the user’s productivity, such as number of finished sessions, session length and number of visited pages per session. Notice that a navigation session finishes when a user leaves the website after his goals are achieved; that is, after he buys some books in the case study. Thus, the higher the number of finished sessions, the higher the user’s productivity.

Although we measured all the performance metrics summarized in Section 3, only those showing significant differences in the studied workloads are discussed below.

Figure 7 shows how the user’s productivity (measured in number of finished sessions) increases when considering UBI on workload characterization, specially when a parallel browsing behavior is introduced, because both the session length (seconds) and the number of visited pages per session are lower in these workloads (see Table 3 considering 100 simultaneous users as example). Therefore, user’s productivity is improved when the user changes his navigation patterns as a result of parallel browsing behavior (up to 200%) or using the back button (up to 100%).

In general, the extended workloads also increase the server throughput, despite of the LOY workload degrades the service conditions more than considering the interactive behaviors.
Fig. 6. LOYT workload: parallel tab browsing behavior in loyalty promotion
Figure 8 shows the mean served pages per experiment. Considering a significative number of simultaneous users (e.g. from 100 users on), the total served pages is on mean by 25% and 90% higher for the extended workloads (Figure 8(a)). To identify the causes of this high increase, served pages are classified in three main types: search results page, product detail page and others. As observed, the interactive behaviors generate less requests to the search engine (Figure 8(b)) and increase the number of requests to the product detail page (Figure 8(c)) and to the others (Figure 8(d)), specially for the LOYT workload. This new pattern of HTTP requests reduces the complexity of database queries when decreasing searches, so the throughput of the web server increases as shown in Figure 9(a). Specifically, the Apache HTTP requests per second generated by the LOY workload is by 25% and 75% lower than those generated by the LOYB and the LOYT workloads, respectively.

Figure 9(b) shows the CPU utilization, which is the only element that presents significant differences among the main hardware resources. Stress conditions have been classified in three levels according to the CPU utilization values: low stress ($U_{CPU} < 50\%$), significant stress ($50\% \leq U_{CPU} \leq 80\%$), and high stress - here by overload at server - ($U_{CPU} > 80\%$). As observed, the processor utilization for the extended workloads is always lower than for the LOY workload. For instance, considering 100 users, the utilization decreases by 15% and 45% for the LOYB and the LOYT workloads, respectively. Notice that the high CPU utilization value denotes that the processor acts as the main performance bottleneck but the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>LOY</th>
<th>LOYB</th>
<th>LOYT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of finished sessions</td>
<td>177.530</td>
<td>348.180</td>
<td>526.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session length (sec)</td>
<td>598.024</td>
<td>230.032</td>
<td>132.839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of visited pages per session</td>
<td>78.909</td>
<td>26.146</td>
<td>18.814</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
stress borderline moves from 100 users for the LOY workload to 150 and 200 users for the LOYB and the LOYT workloads, respectively. This means that the web server allows the system to serve about 50% and 100% more users for the LOYB and the LOYT workloads.

To better understand why the CPU utilization decreases, we studied how the main software components (Apache, Tomcat and MySQL) make use of the processor. As observed in Table 4, MySQL almost monopolizes the processor for the different workloads since its execution time is more than two orders of magnitude higher than the time devoted to Tomcat and Apache. Consequently, MySQL database is the major candidate to be a software bottleneck. However, despite of the executed queries rate for the extended workloads can be as large as 30% and 93% higher than for the LOY workload (Figure 9(c)), the CPU time consumed by MySQL for the extended workloads is by 30% and 55% lower than for the LOY workload.

Moreover, the CPU consumption of Tomcat and Apache increases for the extended workloads. That is, there is a change in the patterns of HTTP requests and consequently in the type of executed queries at MySQL.

For a deeper study, we analyze how the database is used by these workloads. MySQL database includes `qcache`[25] as a cache of executed queries, where a query results in `hit` or `miss`. Figure 10 shows the mean execution time for hits, misses and total queries considering

Fig. 8. Mean Served pages
Fig. 9. Server performance
Table 4. Main software components CPU time (jiffies)

(a) LOY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soft.</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td></td>
<td>1315</td>
<td>2883</td>
<td>2807</td>
<td>2768</td>
<td>2897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) LOYB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soft.</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td></td>
<td>931</td>
<td>2439</td>
<td>2606</td>
<td>2540</td>
<td>2624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) LOYT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soft.</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td></td>
<td>567</td>
<td>1808</td>
<td>2381</td>
<td>2434</td>
<td>2424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

50, 100 and 250 simultaneous users in the system as examples of the different stress conditions: low stress (Figure 10(a)), significant stress (Figure 10(b)) and overload at server (Figure 10(c)). As observed, the mean execution time for a query when considering the extended workloads is always lower than for LOY workload because decreasing the number of searches reduces the complexity, on average, of misses (the execution time decreases for the extended workloads) and increases the number of hits.

In summary, results show that considering user interaction with web browser facilities positively affects the system performance. This is because of considering UBI when modeling user’s behavior introduces new patterns of HTTP requests. These patterns, in general, increase the number of requests to objects but reduce requests to the search engine allowing users to achieve a higher productivity. This fact causes noticeable differences in the performance metrics, specially in the processor usage and the server throughput. As a result, the stress borderline of the server is affected.

6 Conclusions and future work

The web evolution introduces a new paradigm where users become contributors to the dynamic contents and services offered. As a result, the behavior of users and their interaction patterns have evolved and are more active and dynamic. Consequently, web performance studies have to take this new user behavior into account in the workload models to guarantee the validity of the results.

This paper has explored the effects of considering User-Browser Interaction in web performance evaluation studies. To this end, a scenario based on a typical e-commerce website has been recreated and a dynamic workload conducted by user’s goals has been reproduced. Additionally, with the aim of improving the user’s productivity, we included in the navigation patterns the use of the back button and the parallel tab browsing, as examples of user interactions with web browsers facilities. DWEB model has been used to take these behaviors into account in an easy and flexible way when modeling web browsing patterns.

The study has considered a wide set of traditional performance metrics measured both at
Fig. 10. Execution time per query type
client side and server side. In addition, new metrics have been defined in order to quantify the productivity in the web navigations from the user point of view, such as number of finished session, number of visited pages per session or session length.

This paper proved that navigations using the back button or opening new tabs, which result from considering a user dynamic interaction with the provided contents, clearly allow users to achieve their goals in less time, so increasing productivity. These browsing patterns also affect the utilization and the throughput of the main system resources, and consequently the stress borderline on the server. Experimental results have shown that parallel tab browsing behavior noticeably increases the user’s productivity (measured in number of finished sessions) up to 200% with respect to browsing the website in a sequential way. The new navigation patterns also increase the number of served pages (up to 90%). Nevertheless, they generate less requests to the search engine so reducing the complexity of the executed database queries and decreasing their execution time. This means an important drop in the processor utilization (up to 45%) and a noticeable rise in the web server throughput (up to 75%). As a consequence, the stress borderline is relaxed permitting the system either to support more applications or serve more users.

As future work, we plan to focus on a deeper evaluation of the effect of dynamic user workloads on the web performance, exploiting the characteristics and capabilities of DWEB model in a wider way.
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